
Wakefield Chapel Recreation Association – Board Meeting 
Wednesday, May 13, 2020 

Virtual - Zoom Meeting  
 

Meeting Start:  7:00pm 
Meeting Stop:  7:12pm 
 

WCRA BOARD in attendance:  Brad Otto (President), Brian Collins (Operations), Sophie Lockerby 
(Secretary), Summer Manos (Membership), Kim Marshall (Treasurer), Michael Fay (Social), Kris Anderson 
(Swim Rep), Dave Grannis (Dive Rep) 
 
Called to Order:  7:00pm 
 
Open discussion: 
 

- Following the governor’s Forward Virginia plan , Phase I is  2-4 weeks before the end of June, 
which means they are unlikely to issue operating permits soon. The Board is hopeful for 
progress in Phase II. 

- The President and VP of Operations had a meeting with Premier Aquatics to discuss service 
contract and search for local guards  

- Premier will host a Zoom meeting on Monday, May 18, 2020 about hiring lifeguards 
- There have been many inquiries via email regarding dues 
- Dues payments are around 50%; deadline is Friday, May 22 at midnight 
- There was a consensus to send out communication to members summarizing the email from the 

President to the Board members (Appendix A) on May 11, 2020.  
- No current commitments to refunds, financial hardships will be considered on an 

individual basis 
- Cannot provide decisions that are out of the Board’s control 
- Share that there have been discussions with other pool boards in the area 
- No survey at this time as we are unable to ensure we can action on feedback 

 
Adjournment: 7:12pm 
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Appendix A: Email from the President to the Board on May 11, 2020  

 Mon, May 11, 10:42 

AM 

 

 

Good morning board members! 

 

I apologize for the length of this email, but want to provide an update from the 2nd meeting of local 

pools yesterday afternoon to discuss plans for the summer as well as the lengthy conversation I had on 

Saturday with the president of Premier Aquatics regarding their expectations.  

 

1. NoVA leaders recently asked to be exempted from the governor's Forward Virginia timeline because 

local health experts believe we are still 4 weeks from a peak in cases, keeping us under the current 

restrictions until about 6/10.  Letter sent to Gov. here.  

 

2. Local counties have not issued operating permits yet and we do not anticipate they will be issued until 

the region reaches Phase 2 of the Forward Virginia blueprint at the earliest. We submitted our permit 

application last week. Without permits we cannot allow membership to use our pool. We expect this to 

derail Camelot's "innovative" plans for opening Memorial Day weekend.  I believe it is possible - even 

likely - that we will not be issued permits until the state/region enter Phase 3 which might not be until 

August. This is a hard pill to swallow, but we need to be prepared for this disappointing possibility. 

 

3.  Premier (and other regional pool companies) have not received the go ahead from foreign embassies 

which are still closed and sponsors have not approved bringing in foreign staff.  Additionally, they have 

not been able to begin certifying local lifeguard staff due to obvious in person training requirements. 

The county has extended 2019 certifications by 90 days so any local staff that were certified last season 

will not need to renew until later this summer.  If Premier is unable to bring in foreign staff, we will need 

as many local lifeguards as possible to open - whenever that may be. 
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They already have several clients that have decided not to open pools this summer (Apartment/HOAs) 

and shift to service only contracts -  I have requested a proposal from Premier to that effect so we can 

understand potential cost savings. 

 

4.  Truro, Ilda and Mantua are taking the same approach we are to annual dues, collect full dues now 

and consider any financial hardships as they are requested individually.  I believe this is the most fiscally 

sound approach to this year and plan to communicate that to members.  If we have to shift to a service 

only contract there will be some savings this year and I would like to communicate to members that 

once we reconcile the season's budget and can account for those savings directly related to a delayed 

opening OR if we cannot open members can receive a partial refund AT REQUEST.  I believe we should 

communicate to the community that refunds will not be issued until all annual memberships have been 

paid, or financial hardship extensions have been issued.  We cannot allow people just to not pay this 

season. 

 

5.  Other area pools (including Truro) are putting together proposals for how they will open in a limited 

capacity once allowed, we can and should certainly start to discuss possibilities, but I believe there are 

still too many unknowns for us to put together a detailed plan when ultimately our operating status and 

capacity remains completely out of our control. 

 

6. Cori, Brian and I are putting together a survey that we will send to membership to better inform 

decisions related to what capacity we should open, what % of members would request a partial refund 

and what potential projects would be a priority for membership this summer/fall.  

 

Other regional pools are expecting that they will be unable to open at all this season, but no one wants 

to be the first to make the announcement.  In the event we cannot open, I believe we have an 

opportunity to use available 2020 operating funds for facility improvements so WCRA can come back 

even better next season. 
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I am composing a letter to membership that will include specifics on dues, variables for opening this 

summer, an update on tennis and our responsibilities as members to make sure the courts are not 

used/abused by non-members and the community survey which I will share with the full board for 

review and comment. 

Let me know if you'd like to schedule another special board meeting this week to discuss everything, our 

next regularly scheduled meeting isn't until 5/21. 

 

Regards, 

Brad Otto 

WCRA President 
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